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Title word cross-reference

2" [AC83]. 8 [Wic82]. $\chi^2$ [LCJ86]. $F$ [LCJ86]. $k$ [FT83]. $M/M/s$ [Cla81]. $O(1)$ [Bro88]. $O(n)$ [Dei80]. $P^2$ [JC85]. $t$ [Hil70a, Hil70b, Hil81a, Hil81b, LCJ86, eL79].

- Bit [Wic82]. - Distribution [Hil70a, Hil81a, eL79, FT83].
- Multiprogramming [Dij83b, Dij68].
- Quantiles [Hil70b, Hil81b].


30 [Ell60]. 32 [GS87b]. 334 [Bel68]. 360 [SG84b]. 370 [SG84b]. 395 [Hil70a]. 396 [Hil70b].

408 [McN71].

60 [Iro61, Iro83].

78 [RS80].

80a [Dei80]. 80s [NCD82]. '87 [van88]. 87e [RHC87].

= [Sol86].
abbreviation [BW84]. above [MG86].
Abstract [BG84, BG87, CG88, Rot81].
Abstraction [BGN86, Gar88, Isu82, Abb87, LWS87].
Abstraction-based [BGN86].
Academic [GMRY86, Tho86, Pre89b].
Academic [BG86]. accelerating [TT82].
Acceptability [Ore81].
Access [CGM83, Dal84, Gre82, Hay84, LK84, Ore81, PS83, VR82, JM89].
Accesses [Che82, LS82b, Luk83, WWS83].
accessibility [Lad89].
Accessing [Hay86].
Accommodate [Moz82].
Accommodating [Gid84, NHSS87].
Accreditation [MD84, BM87, BM87].
Accuracy [KC73, Sal88, KC83].
ACL [Wil83b].
ACM [Ano80b, Dei80, RHC87, Sta86, Ano80c, Ash86a, Ash86d, Ash86e, Ash86f, Ash86i, Ash86k, Ash89, Bel68, BSE+90, Boo64, Coc87, D’A84, Den88, DBFJ86, Eil80, Fee87, Fox88, HP67, Hil70a, Hil70b, KSW85, LSS86, MAB+81, McN71, Min81, Min85, MD84, NK88, NK89, NHSS87, Pel88, Rev87, SR84, Ske82, WWSD90, Ash86h].
ACM/IEEE [MD84].
Acquire [Maz80].
Act [SSK+86]. activities [BM87]. Ada [LS82c, Raj85, CDV+86, GKB86, Ich84, LS82c, NB84, NS87a, NS87b, Sam86, Ske82, WW84, Weg81, Wic84].
Adaptability [Wil84].
adaptable [KS89].
Adapting [JAV86].
Adaptive [Abr89, BSTW86, OA85, RHC87].
additive [Pri81a, Pri81b]. Address [van88].
Addresses [Cha81]. adequacy [Wey88].
Adjacency [LL87a]. adjusted [HL81].
Administration [Gil82, Kah83].
Advance [CCZD84]. Advanced [Ash81, PW86].
advice [CM87]. advice-giving [CM87].
Affecting [VV83]. after [KI84].
Aftermath [Spa89].
Against [Dav81, MM84, Gru89].
Aha [Ano84a, Fox88, RME84, Cra87].
Aid [EM82, TWBK89].
Aided [LLK82]. algebra [Nas85].
ALGLIB [SW85].
ALGOL [Iro61, Iro83, MK80].
Algod-W [MK80].
Algorithm [Bel68, Ben84a, Ben84d, Boo64, Dwy81b, Ear70, Ear83, Ell60, Er85, Fin84, Fle80, Fra82, Gal81, Gau82, Gus78, HKM80, HP67, Hil70a, Hil70b, Hil81a, Hil81b, HP85, JC85, KJ84, Lee80, LW86, Mar82, McC82, McN71, Mis75, Nov85, Pea82, RA81, Sip77, Tar87, Tay83, Til84, Tra82, ZS84, eL76, eL79, CN82, DZ89, Dei80, Ger88, GS87b, HSCP87, KJ85, Kwo88, LL83, LB83, LB84b, LB84a, Luo89, O’R81, Fee83, PW80, PW81, RSS88, Pap85].
Algorithmic [Mae80].
Algorithms [Ano80a, Ben83a, CM82, CI84, CK80, GH89a, GH89b, Hal89b, Hal89a, Has84, HS87, KR81, Kor82, LS84, LS82a, LR82b, LR82a, NP82a, Sni81, Wai84, BFP82, CS80b, CLC82, Ebe87, GT83, Gor88, HS86a, Man88, MS81a, Mer85, OS85, SCL87, Wai85].
Allen [Fre87c].
allocating [BK89].
Allocation [Bec82, SH85, VVG85, YM86].
Alpha [Pea82].
Alpha-Beta [Pea82].
Alternative [DGST88].
alternatives [LS886].
Amblor [Eck80].
And [Ano84a].
American [BBB+81, Bur83, Dal84, NK89].
Among [Bar83].
Amortized [BM84, BM85a, ST85].
AN/FSQ7 [Bel83a].
Analogy [Win80].
Analyses [BM84, Nor83, BM85a, Kan89].
Analysis [Bar83, BL80, BC84, CF83, Den81a, HC84, Lin80, MJ89, MS81a, Med84, Oli83, PL80, She87, SV87, Suz82, VDB3, WW84, BS81, BM85b, FB81, LB83, LB84b, LB84a, MT88, ON85, RS86, RPL89, San89a, SA81, YBRC88, ZSEG82].
alyst [BG86].
Analyzing [JL82, Tay83].
Anatomy [SK88].
Andrew [MSC+86].
Andries [Ano84a]. anniversary [SR85].
annotations [PC89].
Announcing [Den87a].
annual [FM86, FMB88, FB89].
Anomalies [LS84].
Answers [Wie84].
Anthony [Eck80].
Antithetic [FH83].
Anxiety [Pap85, Guy88, HS86b].
APL [Bil81, Bil82].
Application [BG86].
Applications
[BB81, DGST88, Nej88, PB80, Bas85, Fin85, FB81, MD89, RSS88, YSB+89]. Approach
[Ala84, Bic87, GHJ+81, HM84, Hii88, KD80, Lam89, Lic83, Mae80, MK80, San89b, Yen89, AS87, DDM86, GT83, RRHD88, TK89, Zav84]. Approaches [Mow81].

Approximate [Cla81]. approximately [San84]. Approximation [BFP82, LR82a, Sam85]. April [Bro84a, CCZD84, Cla84, Knu84a, NB84, Neu84].


Aspects [Led86, Mad84, Par85]. Assessing [Ber84]. Assessment [Ala84, Gou82, Gup84, HS80a, KKK4, Ste85a, Ste82, Weg81, Wei82b, Wei83a, WC84, Bic89, DLA85, Lan86, Mun88, SSB6, Ste85b, Webb88, Wei87b, DLA85]. assignment [NMF87]. assist [ON85]. Assistant [Cha82]. Assisted [CS80a, Coh82]. Associative [Ben85b]. Assurance [GK82].


ATN [Kai81]. Attitudes [INW83, Mor83c]. Attributes [EDF84, EDF87]. audio [YSB+89]. Audit [Han83, Kv84].

Auditing [HM84]. Auditor [LR81]. Auditors [Wil83b]. Authentication [Boo81, GJ82, Lam81]. Author [Pec83a]. Authoring [Kea82, MB89a]. Authors [Ste86a, Ste86b, Ste86c, Ste86d, Ste86e, Ste86f, Ste86g, Ste86h, Ste86i, Ste86j, Ste86k, Ste86l, Sta86]. Automated [SDP84, AS86, FB81, SDP87]. Automatic [Bic87, Kai81, MG89, NB84, PZ84, BCDM89, Sal86]. automating [Fre85b].

Automation [Ber86, OL82, Rob86]. Averaging [CF83]. Avionics [Car84]. AVL [LP80]. Avoid [HT85]. avoidance [JM89]. Award [Coc88, Gre88, Fre87a, Pel88].

Axiomatic [Hoa69, Hoa83a]. Axis [Sam83].

B [DF84, Gup84]. B-trees [DF84, Gup84]. B. [Ste83]. Back [Ben84j, Ben86a, HH87]. back-pointers [HH87]. backup [KNT88].

Bad [RS89]. Balance [Cl84]. Balanced [ZSEG82]. Balancing [Gon83]. banking [GS85]. Banks [Cod70, Cod83]. Banned [DSK84]. Base [Kai81, TDP89]. Based [Bec82, CW89, FKS5a, Has84, Kea82, LR82a, LH83, MD82, Nor83, TKM+89, Wai84, WK88, ACHS88, BGN86, BD81, DP87, Fii88, Fri85, HR85b, Iis82, JD88, SW86a, SS80, Wai85, WK89, Wey88, Wir86].

Basic [JY89, YL89, BM83]. Basis [Hoa69, Hoa83a]. Batch [BHK+80]. Be [DSK84, Sam89b, BL89, Sam89a]. Been [Min81, Min82, Min85]. Before [Dix89].


Berry-Meekings [HC86]. Best [CK80, Den81a, ES89]. Beta [Paa82].

Better [Liec3]. Between [Fle80, Scu89, Tur84, Wei83b, GRMY86, OR81, SD86, SK87, Wei66]. Beyond [Dun81, Mil81, Pet81, SFB+87, BOBS89].

bias [Sch81]. Big [WC84, Cha85, Fre87c]. Binary [CI84, Epp83, Gil80, Go83, Gup84, Lee80, Ger88]. Binomial [KS88]. Birth [Ben86b]. Bit [WC84, Hay86]. Block
[Che82, Luk83, WWS83]. Bloom
[Gre82, Mul83, Ram89]. Blue [Fre87c].
board [BM87]. Boolean
[Fin84, KLPV87, SFW83]. Bound
[LS84, ZSEG82]. Boundary
[DRS80, Sam80a]. Bounded [Lee80]. bowl
[Fre89a]. Branch [LS84].
Branch-and-Bound [LS84]. Branching
[Pea82]. Brand [Hec88]. Brelaz [Pee83].
Bresenham [PW81, PW80]. Brian
[Fre87d]. bridge [SG86]. Brief [Bel83c].
Brilliance [BF87]. British [SSK + 86].
brother [Cha85]. Brown [Pee83].
Buck [QCH 81]. Buffer [Boz84]. Buffers [IR88].
Building [Gal81, GWWJ84, BBLP86, RKM88]. Built
[Gau81]. Built-In [Gau81]. Bumper
[Ben85c]. Bumper-Sticker [Ben85c].
Business [Scu89, FM86, FMB88, FB89].
by-product [RS86].
C [Dav87, Thi89, BM85b]. cache [BD81].
cache-based [BD81]. Caching [JL89].
Calculation [JC85]. calculations [LCJ86].
Calculator [MB81]. Calendar [Bro88].
California [Rau85]. Can
[BL89, Ear89, Sam89b]. capacity
[Lam88, NMF87]. Careers [Gei84, GB88].
Carlo [Bel83c, BF83, Lau84, Lau85b].
cartography [FB81]. Cartoons [MR84b].
Case [Dav81, GS87a, SG84b, Gru89, NN89].
Category [OB88, Ral81].
Category-Partition [OB88]. Cauchy
[AD88]. Causal [Bar83]. Caused [Sam89b].
CD [Pre89a]. CD-ROM [Pre89a]. Cedar
[GNS88]. Cellular [LR82a]. Central
[EDF84, EDF87]. Century [Xeu84, Scu89].
Ceratin [Kun88]. Certification
[Lee81, Tur85]. Chain [San84, Dei80].
chalkboard [SFB + 87]. challenge [Gib89].
Challenges [Sle86, Lev89]. championship
[NK89, NK88]. Change [Kee81, LS82a].
changing [Ols83]. Chaos [Pic88a, Pic88b].
Chaost [CCZD84]. Characterizing
[Smi88]. Charging [KV83]. Charts
[Mae80]. Checker [Ben85a]. Checklist
[Gau81]. Checkpoint [KSL84]. checks
[Sam88]. Chess [NK88, NK89]. Chi
[HP67, HP85, eL76]. Chi-Squared
[HP67, HP85, eL76]. Chin [Dei80]. China
[D'A84, WAB + 88]. Chinese [ACHL88].
Chinese-English [ACHL88]. Chips
[Dix89]. Choices [Goo82]. Choosng
[Lib89]. Christopher [Den87a]. Chromatic
[Bro72]. Church [Eck80]. Cichelli
[BF83, Cic80b, JO80]. Circle [BBB + 81].
Circular [Fra82, HSS80]. CIRRRUS [GS85].
Class + [Kun88, Wai84, Wai85].
Classification [LLK82, Ral81, SR82].
Clipper [HSS89]. clipping
[LB83, LB84a, LB84b]. CLOG [NB84].
Closed [Fle80, WWS83]. Clothes [Hoa81].
Clustering [Bel70, Bel83b, TBWK89].
Coalesced [Vit82]. COBOL
[Ja84, Ja87, Eva82, TY80]. Cocke [Pel88].
Code [Bel70, Bel83b, Ben84e, Man83, MF82,
DZ89, MP85, Ste89b, TDP89, Wir86].
code-decode [MP85]. Coder [Ben85d].
codes [DRS80, MS81b, Sam80a]. Coding
[LB89, WNC87]. Cognitive
[SBE83, Che88b]. collaboration [SB + 87].
Colleagues [PSVe + 89]. collecting [Cou88].
Collection [Dav84a, HC84, Led86, ACH88]. Collector
[HL83]. colleges [BAC85]. Colliding
[GMRY86]. Color [BBK82, BrE79, BDT86].
color-enhanced [BDT86]. Colored
[SDP84, SDP87]. Coloring
[KJ84, KJ85, Pee83, RSS88]. colouring
[Kor70]. Column [Ben84b]. Combination
[LS82a]. Combinatorial [LLK82].
Combinatorially [Kor82]. Combinatorics
[Kar86], combined [L'E88, Sez89]. Comes
[Ano84a]. Coming [Fuj84, Fox89]. Comm
[Ano80b, Dei80, RHC87, Sta86]. Command
[BW84, LGH83, Wat82]. Comment
[EA82, Hou82, LW86, LP80, Man82, Sta86].
Commentaries [Wei87a]. Comments
Communication} [HT85, Hil88, Lam81, Wei66, Wei83b, FLGD87, TWBK89].

Committee} [MAB81, Min81, MG85, Min85, DBFJ86, Ral81], committees} [DT87]. Common} [VHG87, BKM86].

Communicating} [Hoa78b, Hoa78a, Hoa83b]. Communicating] [Hoa78b, Hoa78a, Hoa83b].

Compact} [HWNC88, SK88]. Compaction} [KvE84, Mar82].

Comparative} [DW83]. Comparing} [Pec83b, NMF87].

Comparison} [Dav88, MD82, QCH+81, RAV83, YBCR88, Jon86, San89a, Wir86]. Comparisons} [Jal84].

Compensate} [SLL+88]. Competitive} [IL84].

Compilation} [Coh85, RS86]. Compiler} [Iro61, Iro83, PW86, Min85, Wir86].

Compilers} [TvSKS83, WW84]. Compiling} [Whe09].

Compress} [HWNC88]. Compressing} [GCH83, Sni85].

Compressibility} [MMNS83]. Compress} [HWNC88].

Compressed} [Mae80]. Compression} [Abr89, BSTW86, Jon88, Pec82, Pec83a, Sch83b, Cor89, FG89, MP85, RH87, Sam85, Tin89, WNC87].

Computation} [CCF84, CM82, DGST88, PV81, Sar88, SH82, Wol84b, Wol85, CCFJ85, Dei80, ED85, KMP86, Lev89, OS85].

Computational} [Arn84, Arn85, CS80b, Coo83, MM83, dSA86].

Computations} [CM81, DvH66, DV83]. Computer} [Ano84a, BDM81, Ben85c, BBK82, Bor87, CHI88, CM84, CS80a, Coo82, Com83, CK86, DSK84, Den81b, Den85, Dij89b, EM82, Fed81, FFCS82, GTS86, GS84b, Goo82, Gra84, GMRY86, GK85, HT85, Hil88, Hoa69, Hoa83a, Hop87, HS86b, Jac83, JY89, KNT88, Kan89, Kea82, KV83, Knu73, KWS83, KD80, Kus84, Lad89, LLK82, LY89, Lib89, LR81, MAB81, Man82, MBD85, MR84b, McC87b, MB76, MB83, Min81, Min82, Min85, Min9, Moz82, MD84, NK88, Pap85, PB80, Pet80, QH86, RS80, Ral84, RDH+80, RAS1, Rob81, RME84, Sam82, Sam89b, ST83, Sha84, Shn82b, Sle86, SG84a, Tra81, TTH+84, Tur84, Tur85, Web88, Wei66, Wei83b, WAB+88, WC84, YRS+83, YL89, Yoc89, AS87, AI88, AS86, BW84, Ber87, BM85d, CN85, Con85, Den81a].

c, computer} [DDM86, ES89, FM86, FMB88, FB89, Fre85a, Fre89a, Fre89b, GG85b, Hop86, Lam88, Lan86, MOR88, Men85, NMF87, NK89, NBL+88, PTH88, Rob86, RSS88, Sni88, Spe82, SG86, SFB+87, TAB+85, Wir85, Bel83a, BM87, Van87].

Computer-Aided} [LLK82].

Computer-assisted} [Coh82].

Computer-Mediated} [HT85, Hil88].

Computerization} [KDK89].

Computerized} [HT81, IHS86, Sal88].

Computers} [DSB84, DPNW84, Fre86c, Fre88a, HH88, Mor83c, WOS83, Bel89, Ear89, JM89, Pat85, RW87, TDP89].

Computing} [AEH+89, AR84, BLP85, BAC85, BW89, Den80, DM85, Den86, DCG+89, Fec87, FFGL88, Fle80, FG88, Fre87b, Ken80, Led86, LR82b, LR82a, MSC+86, Mow81, NS84, Pre89b, RF83, SR84, SDP84, SDP87, SH82, Ste85a, VVG85, Wei83a, Wol84a, BLNS82, BM87, CN82, Den89, DLA85, Fre7c, Fre7d, Fre7e, HMM88, Ltu85, Men87, NHSS87, Ree87, RH88, SJ89, Ste85b, Wei82b, Ral81, SR82, SR85].

Concepts} [Gut85, Ore81].

Conceptual} [She87, SA81].

Concerning} [Pri84].

Concurrent} [Dij85, Dij83a, Jon89, Lam89, San89b, Tay83].

conditional} [VV86].

Conference} [Ash84, Dav84b, Gin83, HT81, Pre89a, Dav86, Fre85a, Pre89b].

Confessions} [Ben85d].

confidence} [HW81].

configuration} [BOBS89].

Configurations} [Fra82, HS80b].

Conflicts} [Goo82].
Data-Document [Bla84a]. Data-flow [OS85]. Database [Cod82, Fox88, Hin84, KvE84, Ken83, LS82b, Luk83, PL80, Smi85, Sto81, Sto88b, WOS83, WWS83, Wil84, BPR88, Cor85, Gil87, RRHD88, TBWK89, TK89]. Dataflow [Bie82, GK85].

DC [BBB+81]. Dealing [Gou82, Gup84, HS80a, Weg81, Wei83a, WC84, DLA85, Lan86, SB86, Wei82b].

Debatable [BSE+90, WWSD90]. debate [Den89]. DEBL [CW89]. Debugging [Bel83c, CW89, Gau82, Gla80, Wei82a].

Decade [Tra81]. Decentralized [Fra82, HS80b].

deep [MP85].

Decomposition [Bel68, Tra82]. DHRYSTONE [Wei84]. Diagnosis [BM83].

diagnosing [Yen89].

Dictionary [Dod82, Nix81, DK87, Dol88, RT88].

diff [Tha89]. Difference [Tha89, VL89].

Differences [HH88, MB81]. Differential [Gre82].

Digital [Cha81, Den84, Dix89, LW86, Rip89, RSA78, RSA83, YS83, ZS84, Fox89, BOBS89].

digits [WP89].

Dialogues [Rob82]. Dialogue [MBD+85].

Discovering [FK85b].

discrete [BRRH85, BHP81, MS81a, ON85].

Discussion [HWNC88]. Disk [Fuj84, Hof80, IR88, JM89].

disks [PS83, YSB+89].

Display [Whi80, US88].

Displaying [LCW80].

Distillation [Bla84a]. Distributed [AMY88, Bur83, CM81, CM82, CW89, Han83, Kle85, Lis88, Lub89, MB76, MB83, MSC+86, SH82, BBLP86, BLNS82, Che88a, OSS80, Pec81].

Distribution [DS81a, DG87, Hil70a, Hil81a, LSW89, eL79, FT83, LCJ86].

distributions [AD88, Cla81]. Diverse [Whe09].

Divide [Ben80].

Divide-and-Conquer [Ben80]. Division [AC83, Sam82, Main87].

DNA [FK85b].
Document
[Ben86d, Bla84a, BM85c, Gor88, GL83b].
Document-Retrieval [BM85c].
Documentation [GHJ^+81, GL83b, Shn82a, SLL^+88, TWBK89]. documents [WB85].
doing [CA88]. domestication [Bir85].
Donald [Fre87e, Thi89]. Donating [DSB84]. Don’t [AR84]. Double [Whe09].
Dynamics [AHM83, AHM89].
Early [SH82, Wei83a, Kow88]. earth [Rau85]. earthquakes [Rau85]. EAS [MMP84]. EAS-E [MMP84]. ease [NBGL89].
Easing [Com80]. Eavesdropper [RS84]. Ecological [SC88]. Economics [MW83]. Economies [Men87]. edge [Ebe87]. edge-oriented [Ebe87]. Editing [LGHS3, MD89]. Editor [Fra80, Gut85, Dun81, Mil81, Pet81].
Editorial [Den86]. Editors [RM83]. Edmund [Den88]. EDP [HM84].
Education [BBB^+81, Kea82, MBD^+85, Scu89, BLP85, Gib89, WAB^+88, GL83a].
Educational [GS82]. Employment [GHJ^+81, LS82c]. Employment [GS82]. Emulation [LM82].
Examples [Par83b, Par72].

Excellence [GL83a].

Excerpts [MK85].

Exchange [MKNS87].

EXEC [Wic82].

Execution [Nej88, BCDM89, FH89].

Executive [Wic82].

exercise [BLNS82, MBA87].

Exhaustive [Gal81].

Expand [VHC88].

Expenditures [Gui83].

Experience [GK82, Kru81, LR80, Nix81, Sh89, SL89].

Experiment [Pat81, Man85, OSS80].

Experimental [BDM81, CCFJ84, CCFJ85, Den81a, M89, MTY88, RAV83, VD83, BDT86, DDM86, SC87, US86].

experimentally [Bro80].

Experiments [Jar88].

Expressions [VHC88].

Extended [Fin85, SFW83].

Extension [Kai81].

External [Dav88, LR81].

Extrema [Fra82, HS80b].

F [Dei80].

F4 [Gus78, HKM80, Sip77].

Facility [Ash81, TY80].

Factor [Pea82].

Factors [BBK82, RH88, VW83, MT88, Mor83a, SK87].

Factory [Ber86].

Family [LR82a].

Fast [Bro88, Hal89b, Hal89a, LW86, VR82, ZS84].

Faster [Vit84].

fastest [AJ88].

Fault [Com80].

FCFS [Hof80].

February [BBB81].

federal [Lad89, Lee81].

Feedback [FT83].

feel [Sam89a].

Fence [Gau82].

Fetzer [PPC89].

Fibonacci [DGST88].

Field [Bel83a, BL89, CKI88].

fields [Hay86].

Fifteen [Alt87].

Fifth [FB89, McC83, Sha83, Dav84b].

Figures [NP82, Col85, DBB84].

File [Che82, Dwy81a, Gau81, GNS88, Gre82, Ing81, IR88, Jon84, LK84, Lev82, MD82, Pec82, PS83, Pec83a, Sch83b, Smi81, Thi89, V89, GP86, SB86].

Files [PBC80, Sus63, Sus83].

Filter [Bro84b, Gre82].

Filters [Mul83, Ram89].

Final [SR82].

Find [PM88].

Finding [Fra82, HS80b, Luo89, Pri81a, Pri81b].

findings [BDT86].

finiteness [Bla89, FG89].

firm [DT87].

Firms [DSB84].

First [Bel83a, Neu84, Ral84, TTH84, BM87, Rev87].

first-year [BM87].

fit [OA85].

fitting [FB81, O’R81].

Five [And84, Ken83].

Flight [MR84a].

Floating [KC73, KC83].

Floor [Gal81].

Floppy [PS83].

Flow [Den76, Shn82a, Ahi87, OS85].

Flowcharts [Lew82, RAV83].

Fly [HC84, Kes83].

focused [Ber87].

Folk [Har80, OSS86].

font [GL84].

Footnote [NB84].

force [KSW85, MD84].

Foreign [Wil84].

Form [Tsi82, CS80b].

Formal [Jac83, Par83a, Wil83a].

Formalisms [Har88].

formalization [DT87].

format [US88].

Formation [Pie88b].

Forms [Ken83].

Formula [SB60, SB83, WWS83].

Formulae [KLPV87].

FORTRAN [Hay86, Isn82, Pet83].

FORTRAN-77 [Hay86].

forum [Ash86a, Ash86b, Ash86c, Ash86d, Ash86e, Ash86f, Ash86g, Ash86i, Ash86j, Ash86k, Ash89, Ash86, BSE89, WWS89].

Foundation [Cod82].

foundations [O’D82].

founder [Den88].

Four [GL83b, HK89].

Fourth [Bic87, FMB88, MJ89].

Fractal [Man82].

Frame [FK85a, Öre81].

Frame-Based [FK85a].

Framework [HH88, MB81, MTY88, SA81].

Fraud [Kus84].

Free [Ear70, Ear83, SK86, AD88, Ram89].

free-text [Ram89].

Freedom [Min81, Min82, Min89, Min85].

Freshmen [CM84].

Friendly [DC83, Dwy81b, EIS83].

Frontiers [DM85, Wol84a].

FSQ7 [Bed83a].

Full [BM85c].

Full-Text [BM85c].

Fully
fun [Ben84c]. function [BF83, Hor83, Kan89]. functional [OB88, RRHD88]. functionality [Goo87].

functions [Cic80a, Cic80b, JO80, Jae81, Sag85]. fundamentals [Mun88]. funding [GMRY86]. funds [Zak83]. funeral [Eck80].
furbelow [Ben87c]. further [HWNC88, Neu84]. future [Ich84, WG82, Bel89, CRD87, Gib89, MS81a, TAB85].
g5 [Bel68]. game [See89]. gamma [CF80, Hou82, AD82]. garbage [ACHS88, Dav84a, HC84, LH83, Mar82, Cou88].
garbage-collecting [Cou88]. gelatin [Hec88]. general [CG88, Fle80, JK83, Lin80, Tay83].
general-purpose [Tay83]. generality [McC87a]. generalized [BB81, Fra80, FT83, KJ84, LP80, MW83, Par83a, VHC88, ASSS86, Bas85, KJ85].
generate [TDP89]. generating [AD82, Jae81, OB88, DP87]. generation [Gal81, KS88, MJ89, McC83, NB84, Sha83, Bic87, Efe87, Fre89d, Hal88, HW81, Hor83, Hou82, Kwo88, Wir86]. generator [Sag85].
generators [EAASC90, PM88, Pri84, CF80, L'E88, Sez89]. genesereth [Sta86]. genetic [Gor88].
geometric [NP82]. geometry [Til84]. gertis [Yen89]. gfsr [Tez87].
ginsberg [Sta86]. giving [CM87]. global [FH89]. globally [CI84]. good [PM88, RS89]. gordian [Ben86c]. goto [Cla84].
goto-less [Cla84]. government [Kus84]. governmental [Dav81].
graduate [NCD82]. grain [MG89].
graham [Rob82]. grammars [Gis81]. grand [Lev89]. granule [LS82b]. grap [BK86b]. grapvine [BLNS82]. graph [Bre79, Fle80, KJ84, CLC82, Ebe87, Kor70, KJ85]. graph-colouring [Kor70].
graphic [Ben84f]. graphical [BDT86]. graphics [Ano84a, BBK82, CHH88, JD88, MMS89, DDM86, Fre87d, HP86, HL81, RSS88].

graphs [BK86b, CM82, Lou83, Sch83a]. graycode [Boo64, Er85, Mis75]. greater [Dal84]. grey [PW80, PW81]. grid [Mae80].
grosch [ED85, KMP86, Men87]. group [BBB81, DB81]. growth [GH88, GMRY86, HMM88]. guaranteeing [LK84]. guide [Ken83, SR84]. guidelines [JD88, Mor83a].
hardware [MM84, Kan89]. harmful [McC89]. hash [Bel70, BF83, Bel83b, Cic80a, Cic80b, JO80, Lar88, Mau83, MF82, NY85, Sag85].
hash-function [BF83]. hashcode [Mau86]. hashing [Cha84, Dod82, Har71, Jae81, Vit82, NI83].

haven't [Den81b]. hodos [Pec83b]. hdtv [Fre89b]. health [INW83, SGJ83].
heaps [Ben85f, DGST88, SV87, ASSS86]. help [Hou84, BH89, CA88]. heterogeneity [NHSS87]. heterogeneous [NHSS87, NBL88]. heuristic [CN82].
heuristics [BM84, Sam82, BM85a, NMF87]. hierarchical [Bal81, GHJ81, Gil80, KD80, YS83, Yen89, LWS87]. hierarchies [DG82, SI83, MY88]. high [Kru81, Lau84, Pat81, YHW89, Bel89, HC87, Lau85b, PTN88]. high-energy [Lau84, Lau85b]. high-level [Kru81, HC87]. higher [Scu89, BLP85].
hisdl [Lim82]. histograms [JC85].

history [CAB81, Com83, Fec87, Wei83a, Lan85a]. hoare [O'D82]. home [VVG85]. hopcroft [Fre87a]. households [VVG85]. huffman [MP85]. hulls [BFP82]. human [BDM81, BBK82, Jae83, Led86, Min81, Min82, Min89].

Mor83a, Moz82, Nor83, BW84, BRRH85, CN85, Ear89, FLGD87, MT88, Min85.

Human-Computer [Jac83, BW84].
human-system [FLGD87].
human-to-machine [BRRH85].
Human/Computer [BDM81, Moz82].
Humanization [ST83].
Hygiene [Koc89a].
Hypermedia [AMY88, Hal88].
Hypertext [CG88, RT88, SW88, Fri88, Gar88, van88].
Hypotheses [Yen89].
Hypothesis [BDDG84].
IBM [GS87a, JH83, Pre89b, SG84b].
Ichbiah [Ich84].
Idea [MHWF89, PPC89, Fett88]. ideal [RS89].
Ideas [Den81b]. identification [Cha85, SC87]. Identifying [Maz80]. IEEE [MD84]. if [BW89]. II [Bas85, Heh84a, Heh84c, LR82a]. ILLIAD [Kru81]. Illumination [Whi80]. Image [DR89, FB81, LB89, Tin89]. Images [SI86, YS83].
Imbalance [GMRY86].
Impact [BG86, GS82, Guy88, NBGL89, OL82, SW89, Zak83, BOI86, Hop86, US88, Web88].
impaired [GL84]. Imperative [GL83a].
Implementation [Bic82, Bro88, DC83, Har71, HSS89, KI84, LK84, Mar83, SB82, GS87b, Nas85, Raj85]. Implementations [Vit82, Jon86, Wil83a].
Implications [OL82, SGJ83]. Implicit [KJ84, KJ85]. Implosive [Kor82].
Importance [Jar88]. Important [CCZD84].
imprecision [Ano84b]. Improved [Fra82, Jon84, Man83, Mau83, Whi80, HSCP87, Lit84]. Improving [Cou88, EM82, Mor82]. In-Place [HL88].
Incentives [DSB84]. incorporating [MT88]. increased [CF80]. Indentation [MMNS83]. Independent [VR89]. Index [Ano80c, Ano80a]. Indexed [PBC80].
Individual [Sha84]. induction [Man88]. industrial [MG86]. Industry [DPNW84, Fre89b]. Inevitable [SB82].
inference [LWS87]. Informal [Abb83].
Information [AA83a, AL84, Ash84, Blal84a, Blal84b, Cla88, DS83, Dav84b, Den76, Fin84, Fox88, GJ82, Gin83, HT85, INW83, IOB83, IL84, Kee81, KK84, KI84, Luc84, MK85, MC83, Mor82, Nuni81, NCD82, Oli83, Rob81, SW89, Ahi87, BOI86, BDT86, Dav86, DK87, Do88, Fri88, HK89, MGT87, SFW83, SS86a, YBCR88]. information-sharing [MGT87]. Initial [LGH83, SGJ83, GKB86, YM86].
integrating [RRHD88]. Integration [MR84a, BDT86]. integrity [Sal88].
Intelligence [AEH89, Mar84, BH89, McC87a].
Intelligent [MGT87, Ste89b, CA88].
interaction [BW84]. Interactive [CMN80, Dix89, GL83b, LWS87, Lin80, MC83, Med84, Fox89, Fre89d, HP86, LB89, MD89, Ste89b, WB85]. Interconnecting [NBL88]. Interface [BB81, BDM81, Bro83, CC84, CM87, Jac83, MMS89, Mor82, SAC86, Bas85, GL84, GWWJ84, Gru89, KS89, KK88, Mor83a, NBGL89, SK88]. Interfaces [ST83, DLS83, Sam89a, Bur83].
Interim [MD84]. Interior [MY88].
Internal [Gon83, Ger88]. International [Dav84b, Gin83, Dav86]. Internet [Spa89].
interorganizational [Lau86]. Interplay [Tur84]. Interpretation [Jon84, Coh85].
Intersecting [NP82], Intertwining [SB82].
interval [HW81]. Intervals [All83].
Interview [Ano84a, Hay84, Ich84, Ste83, Ano84b, Fre86b, Fre87a, Fre89c]. Interviews [Bro84a]. Introduction
introductory [AS86, BM85d], Invariant [SI86], inverse [Asa80, Hor83], inverted [Mer85], investigating [BDT86].

Investigation [BP84, FR84, MTY88, CK86, VW86].

involved [BOI86].

Investigation [BP84, FR84, MTY88, CK86, VW86].

Involvement [BOI86].

Islands [Abr84].

Issues [LR82b, Mow81, SJM + 87, Zak83, CM87, Cra87, DLA85, Hal88, TAB + 85].

Items [DF84, KS86].

Iteration [GH89a].

Ivan [Fre89c].

IX [Wei82b].

J [Den87a, RHC87].

January [Eck80].

Japan [Lam88].

Japanese [Lic83].

Jean [Ich84].

Jell [Hec88].

Jell-O [Hec88].

Job [BL83, SGJ + 83, BG86, ZSEG82].

Jobs [Tur84, Web88, DF89].

Joint [MD84].

JSP [San85].

Junk [Den87a].

Just [Sam86].

Justified [Sam82].

Karp [Fre86b].

KEK [BHK + 80].

KEKOPEN [BHK + 80].

Kernel [WKP80].

Key [Boo81, DS81a, Den84, KWS83, RSA78, RAS83, Ste83, GL85].

Keystone [Van88].

Keys [Wii84].

Keystroke-Level [CMN80].

Keywords [Eas82].

Kit [TvSKS83].

KMS [AMY88].

Knot [Ben86c].

Know [AR84].

Knowledge [Abb87, AMY88, All83, CW89, Has84, Kail81, MB81, WK88, BW89, CM88, Fil88, Fri85, TDP89, WK89, YHW + 89].

Knowledge-Based [CW89, WK88, Fil88, Fri85, WK89].

knowledge/expert [CM88].

Known [LR82b].

Knuth [Fre87c].

L [Fre87c, RHC87, Sta86].

Laboratory [Jar88].

LAN [Pre88].

Language [BK86b, Bla89, Bla84b, CW89, Eas82, Kru81, LWSS80, MMP84, Pat81, PB80, Sam86, Ske82, VR89, WOS83, Weg81, Wei66, Wei83b, Wil83b, BRRH85, Gou86, HC88, Jai87, Lim82, NBGL89, ON85, Wir85].

Language-Independent [VR89].

Languages [Ben86c, Bro84a, Gis81, MB81, RAV83].

Lara [Gut85].

Large [Cod70, Cod83, Com80, CKI88, GL84, Lau6, NS87a, NS87b].

Later [Fre84].

Lattice [Den76].

Law [Ash84, Gem89, ED85, Gus88, KMP86, Lad89, Men87, Sam89a].

Laws [HHH + 87, HHL + 87].

layered [BCDM89].

leaf [GS87b].

Learnability [KLPV87].

Learnable [Val84].

learned [AHM89, SJM + 87].

Learning [CCZD84, CA88, LGH83, MDV86, Moz82, Sol86, Win80, NBGL89].

Lecture [Gre88, Coc88].

Legal [Gra84, Yoc89, Zak83, BH89, DLA85].

Legged [Rai86].

Length [Tur82, DF84, Ger88, HW81].

Length-segmented [Tur82].

Less [Cla84].

Lesson [Koe89a].

Lessons [AHM89, SJM + 87].

Letter [Abr88, Dun81, Mil81, Pet81, Abr86a, Abr86b, Abr86c, Fra86, Gol86a, Gol86b, Koc89b].

Letters [GCH83, HWNC88, MHWF89].

Level [CMN80, Kru81, MAB + 81, Pat81, HC87, YHW + 89].

levels [Efe87].

Liberal [GT86].

Liberty [Fre86c].

lie [FW86].

Life [Dir89, San89b, WK88, KDK89, San89a, WK89].

lifecycle [MT88].

Lifetimes [LH83].

Like [Jon84].

limits [MG86].

Linda [CG89].

Lindsay [Thi89].

Line [Fuj84, LCWB80, MK80, Sam82, OR81].

Linear [Lee80, MMS89, McC82, Nas85].

Linearizer [CN82].

lines [OR81].

Linked [Boz84].

Linguistic [ Cla84].

Lisp [SS80].

Lisp-based [SS80].

List [Aro80b, ST85, BHP81].

Listening [GCH83].

Lists [Boz84, CK80, DDB81, HH87, Tur82].

Literacy [Van87].

Literally [Van87].
Literate \[BKM86, Den87a, Knu92, VHG87, VJW87, VHC88, VL89, VR89, BK86a\].

Literature \[SR84\]. Little \[Ben84c, Ben86e\].

Load \[LH86\].

Locality \[Cou88\]. Locally \[BSTW86, RHC87\]. Location \[Com80, ST86\].

Locally \[BSTW86, RHC87\]. Location \[Com80, ST86\].

Load \[LH86\]. Local \[Bur83, MB76, MB83, SH80, Spe82, YM86\].

Local \[Bur83, MB76, MB83, SH80, Spe82, YM86\].

Logical \[CY80, Oli83, BI87\]. Logicians \[Rin88\].

Logics \[O'D82\]. Long \[DBFJ86, Smi81\].

Long-Range \[DBFJ86\]. Long-Term \[Smi81\].

Look \[Mul83, Vui80, Sal86, Sam89a, Sar88\].

Look-up \[Sar88\]. Lookaside \[Boz84\]. Loop \[Lub89\]. Looping \[SBE83\].

Lost \[Gla80\]. Lot \[Ben84c\].

Lot \[Ano84b\]. Low \[DDB81\].

LR \[Fin85\].

M \[Free87a, Pei88, Sta86, Pec83b\]. Machine \[AC83, Bro83, CG88, CFH80, Tuc84, Wei86, Wei83b, BRRH85, SK86\]. Machines \[CCZD84, Free86d\]. machining \[Gro86\].

Macro \[Ash81, TY80\]. Made \[Cic80a, Den81b, LS82b\]. Mail \[Cha81, McC89, DG87, Wel82\].

Maintainability \[Ber84\]. Maintaining \[All83\]. Maintenance \[ASZ84, Gre84, Gui83, LS81, MK80, VW83, Fil88, GS89\].

Major \[CM84, Lem85\]. make \[Cha85\].

makes \[RR86\]. Making \[Fec87, TVS88, JD88\].

Man \[Bro83, Wei86, Wei83b\]. Man/Machine \[Bro83\]. Manage \[Lie83\]. Management \[Bla84b, Che82, DSS83, Fin84, Gou82, PL80, RF83, Sto81, Cou88, Doli88, HS86b, OA85, Tsi84\].

managerial \[JD88\]. Managing \[AMY88, CM88, Gui83\]. Manchester \[GKW85\]. Manifesto \[MK85\].

Manipulation \[KL83, Bil81, Bil82, SW85\].

Manuscripts \[MKNS87\]. March \[Ano80b\].

marketing \[BLBP86\]. markets \[MYB87\].

Markup \[CRD87\]. Masks \[SDP84, SDP87\].

massively \[Fre86d\]. Master \[Dwy81a, Ing81, MAB81\]. Match \[PBC80, HC87\].

Matching \[DSK84, KR81, Kus84, Sha84, ZT89, HC87\].

Math \[KWS83\]. Mathematical \[Ral84, Wol84b, Wol85, DG87\].

mathematically \[Ber87\]. Mathematics \[CCFJ84, CCFJ85\]. Mathsy \[PB80\].

Matings \[Bib83\]. matrices \[Bib83, GO81, San84\].

Matrix \[Gus78, HKM80, McN71, Sip77, Dei80, OS85\].

Matures \[GWY89\].

mean \[DS81b\]. mean-squared-error \[DS81b\].

MEANSORT \[Mot83\]. Measure \[Nej88\].

Measured \[SH80\]. Measurement \[IOB83, KST86, MB89b\]. measuring \[MB89a\]. Mechanics \[KS84, KS85\].

mechanisms \[Gar88, Sol86\]. Medial \[Sam83\].

Median \[Bro84b\]. Mediated \[HT85, Hi88, Tur84\].

medium \[JSA86\]. Medusa \[OSS80\].

Meekings \[HC86\]. Meeting \[YRS83\].

meetings \[SBF87\]. Member \[Bel83a\].

Memorandum \[Ben87c\]. Memory \[Bec82, Dav84a, VR82, Wad84, Cou88, Leb88, RT86, SW86a\]. memory-based \[SW86a\]. Menu \[Bro82\]. menus \[KS86\].

Merging \[HL88\]. Mesa \[LR80\]. Message \[GBL87, Efe87, GGS85\].

message-switching \[GG85b\]. Messages \[Bro83, Sn82b\]. metamodel \[Ali87\].

Metaphor \[MM83\]. Method \[AC83, Bai89a, Bel70, Bel83b, Cie80b, Gom84, JOS, Jae81, LK84, MY88, MF82, OB88, Pic88a, RSA78, RSA83, HW81, NI83, PK83\]. Methodological \[DW83\].

Methodologies \[An84\]. Methodology \[BK89, Ins82, RM83, BS81, BPR88, Bro80\].

Methods \[Br79, LCW80, Lau84, LR82b, QCF81, SB88, Vit84, AD88, Lau85b\].

metric \[HC86\]. Metrics \[GKB86, Rey87\].

microanalysis \[Coh82\]. Microcomputer
Numerical [Ell60, Nov85, Pet83, Asa80, Gro86].

Object-Oriented [Bai89a, BPR88, JK87].

Obtaining [RSA78, RSA83].

Occupancy [Dav84a].

octrees [Tam84].

Old [Den81b, Hoa81].

Olympic [GBL +87].

On-Line [Fuj84, O’R81].

On-the-Fly [HC84, Kes83].

One [BBB +81, Dwy81a, Ing81, LK84, Ros81, Wei83a].

Online [GL83b, Hou84, Bot86].

Open [BHK +80, LR82b].

Operating [HSS80, JH83, Pec83b, RDH +80, Sto81, OSS80, Sha88].

Operational [Zav84].

Operations [Jon89, Mar84, HH87].

Operators [Pey86].

Opportunities [Gro86].

Optical [Fuj84, YSB +89].

Optimal [DF84, Lou83, RA81, Dei80, LH85, SW86b].

Optimality [Pea82].

Optimized [Fin84].

order [Dei80].

Ordered [Cha84].

orders [Koo86].

Organick [Lin86].

Organization [KV83, LK84, OL82, QCH +81, Rob81, Lan86].

Organizational [Kee81, KK84, Luc84, SS86a, SW89, SK87].

Organizations [AMY88, AR84, Luk83, WWS83].

Organizing [BM84, BM85a, HH87].

Oriented [Bai89a, BPR88, Ebe87, JK87, RW85].

origins [Coh88].

Orthogonal [Man85].

Other [Den84, LR82b, LR82a, JM89].

our [BH89].

outcomes [BG86].

Output [AV88, Ben84f, SA81].

Overflow [NY85].

Overhead [Boz84].

Overload [HT85].

Overrelaxation [AC83, Asa80].

Overview [Coo83, SC88, Ste85a, WAC84, Bur83, Ste85b].

Oxford [RT88].

Oyster [Ben83b].

Package [Gus78, HKM80, McN71, Mey82, NB84, Sip77, Nas85, SW85].

packages [GKB86].

Packet [MB76, MB83].

pagination [DF84, LH85].

Paging [ST85].

Pairing [SV87].

pairs [SCL87].

panel [LSS86].

Papers [Dav84b, Gin83, Dav86].

paradigm [FB81].

Paradigms [Den87b, Raj85, HK89].

Parallel [And81, Ash81, CM81, CGM83, Den86, DGST88, GH89a, GH89b, Hal89b, Hal89a, HS87, LS84, LW86, PV81, SB88, SK86, ZS84, CLC82, FH89, Fre86b, Fre86d, HS86a, HSCP87, MG89, OS85, Ram89, RW87, TDP89, Tin89].

parallel-processing [RW87].

Parallelism [Fre86e].

parameter [CF80].

Parametrically [LCWB80].

Parlog86 [Rin88].

Parse [PC89].

parser [Fin85].

Parsing [Ear70, Ear83, Pey86].

Part [Gus78, HKM80, McN71, Sip77, Wei83a, Heh84b, Heh84c].

Partial [PBC80].

Partial-Match [PC80].

partial [Fre87e].

Partition [OB88].

Pascal [JK87].

Pass [Has84].

Pass-Algorithms [Has84].

passion [Fre87e].

Password [Lam81, See89].

Past [Ich84, Coc87, Wei87a].

Patent [JY89].

Path [CM82, Gon83, Nej88, Ger88].

Paths [Lou83].

Pattern [KR81, Pie88b, ZT89, HC87, LWS87].

pattern-directed [LWS87].

Pattern-Matching [KR81].

Patterns [Dav84a, Fed81, LW86, ZS84, Ols83, VVG85].

PC [Jal87].

PCs [Pre89b, MJ89].

Pearls [Ben83a, Ben83b, Ben83c, Ben83d, Ben84a, Ben84b, Ben84d, BG84, Ben84j, Ben84e, Ben84f, Ben84g, Ben84c, Ben84h, Ben84i, Ben84k, Ben85b, Ben85c, Ben85d, Ben85a, Ben85e, Ben85g, Ben85f, Ben86b, Ben86c, Ben86d, Ben86a, BKM86, Ben86e, BG87, Ben87c, Ben87a, Ben87b, BF87, BK86a].

Pennsylvania [Eck80].

People [D’A84, WAB +88].

perceptions
Perfect [Cha84, Cic80a, Cic80b, JO80, Jae81, Sag85, Bai89b].

Performance [And84, Ben84b, DB81, CFH+80, CMN80, Den81a, EDF84, EDF87, Fed81, HHH88, HCH84, Jal84, KD80, MJ89, McC82, OO80, Bel89, BM85d, CDV+86, Coc88, GS89, IHS86, Jal87, Kan89, MB89a, Pre88, Ram89, SH80, Smi88, US88].

Performing [Spe82].

Periodicals [Lem85].

Persistent [ST86].

Personnel [Bar83].

Perspective [Ben84h, GB88, Hay84, BDH+80, CMN80, Den81a, EDF84, EDF87, Fed81, HH88, HC84, Jal84, Kan89, MB89a, Pre88, Ram89, SH80, Smi88, US88].

Perspectives [FR84].

Perturbed [GO81].

Petri [Gis81].

Physics [Lau84, MM83, PRT84, PB80, Wol84a, Lan85b, PRT85].

Piecing [Fre86a].

Pilot [RDH+80].

Plots [CN85].

Pioneer [Fre87c].

Pipeline [SDP84, SDP87].

Piracy [MM84].

PL [Jal84].

PL/1 [Jal84].

Place [HL88].

Placement [KSL84, YSB+89].

Plan [TKM+89].

Planar [ST86].

Plane [NP82].

Plane-Sweep [NP82].

Planning [DBFJ86, DTM78, Lam88].

Plausibility [AS87].

plausibility-driven [AS87].

Point [KCT73, KC83, ST86].

Pointers [HH87].

Poison [FG88].

Policies [Goo82, PL80].

Policy [GGW80, Goo82, Med88, CRA87].

Political [FR84].

Politics [Mar83].

Pólya [Cha81].

Polygon [LB83, LB84b, LB84a].

Polyhedral [SDP84, SDP87].

Polyhedral [Bell81, Bil82, Ell80, Nov85, Sag85].

Pools [KNT88].

Portable [HH83, TvSKS83, Wic82, L’E88, Sez89].

Position [Ske82].

Positive [LS86].

Possession [JL82].

Potential [Maz80, BH89].

Power [Luc84, Mar83, MBA87, BW89, EDF85, KMP86, SS86a].

Pracnique [Mot83].

Pracniques [Dod82, Gau81, Gau82, Ing81, Shn82b].

Practical [Cod82, GKS82, HL88, Ram89, TVSKS83, Luo89].

practicality [TT82].

Practice [And81, Gil82, OL82, Tuc84, RKM88].

Practices [SH82].

pragmatic [Mil85].

pragmatics [SJM+87].

Precision [CF83].

Precollege [RME84].

Predicative [Heh84a, Heh84b, Heh84c].

Predicting [BM85d, CM84, AI88].

Prediction [EDF84, EDF87].

predictors [NI83].

predicts [ES89].

Preparing [RME84].

Preparation [BDT86].

Preservation [Hal89b, Hal89a].

president [FRA86, Abr86a, Abr86b, Abr86c, Abr88, Gol86a, Gol86b, Koc89b].

Press [Fox88].

Price [Fed81, SD86].

Price/Performance [Fed81].

Pricing [Men85].

Primary [Car84, GS84b, MR84a, SG84a].

Prime [Pri84, Lu89, Pri81a, Pri81b].

Principle [Ich84].

Principles [And81, JY89, KV83, MMP84, Mey82, YL89, Con85, GL85, GBL+87].

Printing [VHG87, Gou86].

Priority [Bro88, Jon89, ASSS86, Jon86].

priority-queue [Jon86].

Privacy [DPNW84].

Private [DR89].

Probabilistic [Gor88, HH87].

probabilities [FG88, LCJ86].

Probability [NY85].

Problem [Bro88, Dij65, Dij83a, Lev82, Sam82, Bro72, Efe87, FLGD87, Kor70, Lit84, SH85, SFB+87, TK89, VD83].

Problems [AV88, GL83b, INW83, LLK82, L88, Pet83, Bro80, CLC82].

Procedural [SC82].

Procedure [DLA85, Gou82, Gup84, HS80a, KL83, Weg81, Wei82b, Wei83a, WC84, Bic89, BHP81, Lan86, Mun88, SC87, SB86, Wei87b].

Procedures [SC80, YM86].

Process [Kru81, CK88, Lan86, Rey87].

Processes [Hoa78b, Hoa78a, LR80, Hoa83b].

Processing [ALN87, Ash81, BH+80, EDF84, EDF87, Han83, IR88, S183, Ste82, Sus63, Sus83, VJW87, Wad84, Bec87, CRD87, CLO85].
Fre86b, Leb88, MG89, RW87, SB86.  
**Processor** [Bla89, HSS89, SS80].  
**Processors** [Fra82, HS80b, PRT84, Coc88, PRT85].  
**product** [CS80b, Dei80, RS86], **production** [Kan89].  
**Productivity** [BL83, Cod82, Hil88, HR85a, KDK89, NBGL89, NN89].  
**Products** [Fox88, Dei80].  
**Professional** [INW83, Min82, Min89, Ste82, MBA87, Min85, NN89].  
**Proficiency** [KWS83, ES89].  
**Profiles** [Fre87c, Fre87d, Fre87e, Fre87b].  
**Program** [Abb83, BKM86, BM87, Cha82, Den68, Ben83, DR89, EM82, Fct88, Gre84, Gui83, GK82, Hou80, JK83, MNNS83, MD84, PCC89, RAV83, RS86, RS81, TR81, VL89, VW83, Wei66, Wei83b, Wil83a, Wir71, Wir83, AJ88, BDT86, Gib89, Gui85, MDV86, Nas85, Reo87, Rob86, SSK+86, Sol86, Wey88].  
**program-based** [Wey88].  
**Programmable** [BCDM89].  
**Programmer** [BM83, Eis83, HR85a, BG86].  
**programmer/analyst** [BG86].  
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